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A nitrogen-assisted steam stimulation test (NSST) was firstly carried out to evaluate potential for improving
recovery of CN Reservoir, a typical heavy oil reservoir with high formation oil viscosity (447~577mPa•s) and
strong bottom water drives. Unexpectedly premature water breakthrough and rapid water rising, however,
occurred in a surrounding general production (SGP) well at early stage of first steam huff process. Reservoir
characteristic with strong bottom water drives makes it difficult to diagnose this kind of phenomenon.
Through comprehensive analysis on the curves of water-oil ratio andwater-oil ratio derivative, current change
in current cards from electric submersible pump and formation water assay data, it was confirmed that the
additional water produced of SGP well came from injected steam of NSST well, not bottom water coning.
Improved Hall curve slope (IHCS) was derived, which can real-time reflect injection resistance change during
injection process of NSST well. IHCS curve was divided into three sections with different values, indicating
the resistance effect decreased stepwise. Each segment had distinct characteristics, and it was suggested
that slippage effect of heated nitrogen caused the rapid gas breakthrough at the stage of initial injection,
and the formation of gas channeling induced the following water breakthrough. The analysis on the water
breakthrough mechanism was consistent with real-time monitoring results.
This paper details how to analyze breakthrough mechanism using IHCS curve method, which can also be used
to evaluate the injection effect efficiently in other steam stimulation tests because of its real-time diagnostic
feature.
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